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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In this globalization era and constant change, economic development issues become magnified. Regions
must compete and become resilient with the lack of and/or aging infrastructure, the need to serve the
existing business base and attract new business, the necessity to upgrade and expand workforce skills,
overcome environmental concerns, inadequate budgets, and diminishing fiscal resources.
Recognizing the importance of addressing these issues, representatives from Central, South and East
San Diego County joined together to create a Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS).
The CEDS is designed to bring together the public and private sectors in order to create strategies that
maximize the synergy and opportunities of the CEDS Study Area. This report identifies the demographic,
geographic and economic challenges facing the area and provides a strategy to meet these challenges
and improve the competitiveness of the area. This report also provides valuable information on the Study
Area’s economic and binational environment along with potential plans for developing and growing the
economy. The strategy:


Presents the current condition of the CEDS Study Area economy



Identifies economically vulnerable areas in which to invest in economic improvement activities



Proposes action on issues involving advancing residents’ lives; world-class education and
workforce opportunities; state-of-the-art infrastructure; competitive and growing clusters; and
improved economic competitiveness



Provides the framework required for CEDS Study Area region to be eligible to receive United
States (U.S.) Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration funding

The CEDS details five overarching goals designed to achieve a thriving, balanced, and sustainable
economy in CEDS Study Area:


Goal One: Business Development and Entrepreneurship



Goal Two: Education and Workforce Development



Goal Three: Infrastructure Development



Goal Four: Quality of Life



Goal Five: Economic Resiliency

These five goals are part of the five-year strategic plan that creates the framework for classifying CEDS
Study Area as a separate regional economy with unique demands and specific issues to be addressed by
evaluating current needs, economic realities, and future challenges and opportunities. Overall, the 2016-
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2020 Strategy provides local and regional stakeholders with the necessary tools to ensure that CEDS
Study Area grows and eventually sustains itself as a competitive region.
The CEDS Study Area comprises a large proportion of the entire San Diego region, including affluent
areas and key employment centers. It includes nearly all of the universities in the region, six of the eight
community colleges, three school districts (San Diego, Grossmont-Cuyamaca, and Southwestern), more
than half of the major hospitals, key employment centers where life science and high technology jobs are
concentrated such as UC San Diego and Torrey Pines Basin, Sorrento Valley, advanced manufacturing
centers, and downtown San Diego. Nevertheless, the CEDS Study Area also includes pockets of poverty
or economically challenged areas that meet EDA criteria as shown on the map in Figure 2.1 on page 4,
where out of the 462 tracts that comprise the CEDS Study Area, 227, or 49 percent, meet EDA’s low
income and/or high unemployment criteria. (Specifically, the criteria are per capita income that is 80
percent or lower of the U.S. per capita income level and an unemployment rate that is at least 1 percent
above the national unemployment rate as determined by data from the American Community Survey
(ACS).)
The region also shares many infrastructure challenges including an international border that needs major
infrastructure investment. The importance of this international border is that products, goods and services
travel through the border from different international manufacturing companies in Baja California, Mexico
to numerous destinations in the United States; as well as people who live in Mexico and conduct
businesses in the U.S. side. Going the opposite direction, there are also raw materials, human capital,
and supplies that travel from the United States through the border to different destinations in Mexico. As
the internet industry increases its power of selling on-line, the border becomes a critical factor in supply
and distribution to deliver products, goods and services on-time to customers in the Republic of Mexico
and the United States. In December 2012, this area was expanded to include the entire City of San Diego
boundary north of Interstate 8.
This area’s proximity to the U.S. - Mexico border adds a unique aspect to the area’s economy that brings
with it unique economic development challenges and opportunities. Borders and boundaries become
blurred when considering the transportation network, workforce, business markets, social issues, and the
environment overlay.
Map


Three border crossings link the South and
East San Diego County with Mexico. The
efficient movement of goods and people
safely through these ports of entry are critical
to the region’s economy and provide a
competitive advantage.



Border wait times for commercial traffic at
the
California-Mexico
border
are
considerably longer than at the TexasMexico border or any of the U.S.-Canada
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border crossings. Delays are responsible for significant economic losses on both sides of the
border and are felt at the national, state, and local level due to product and material delivery
delays, increased transportation costs, plus interrupted and extended manufacturing cycles.


Besides commercial traffic, the ability for people (workers, shoppers, and tourists) to be able to
move safely and efficiently across borders is important to the success of all facets of the region’s
economy including manufacturing, agriculture, retail, recreation, and tourism.



Access to safe and clean air, water, and soil, as well as the production and distribution of energy
are also important issues that transcend borders and must be addressed on a regional and binational level.



An updated study conducted by SANDAG (San Diego Association of Governments) in 2007
reports that inadequate infrastructure capacity at the border crossings between San Diego
County and Baja California currently creates traffic congestion and delays for cross-border
personal trips and freight movements that cost the U.S. and Mexican economies an estimated
$7.2 billion in foregone gross output and more than 62,000 jobs in 2007.

Total population in the CEDS Study Area is estimated at 2,269,100 in 2014, which is about 70 percent of
the population of the San Diego region. Compared to California and the United States, the CEDS Study
Area has a slightly higher proportion of the population in the working age categories of 20 to 59 and
slightly smaller proportion in the age 60 and over categories. Total population in the CEDS Eligible Areas
is estimated at 1,111,300, representing 49 percent of the population of the CEDS Study Area. The age
distribution reflects a young population with individuals age 24 and under representing 38.2 percent of the
population compared 34.7 percent and 33.4 percent in California and United States, respectively.
The CEDS Study Area has a civilian labor force of 1,148,300 residents of which 114,500, or 10 percent, is
unemployed. The unemployment rate of the CEDS Study Area is lower than the state’s rate (11.0%) and
higher than the nation’s rate (9.2%). The unemployment rate of the CEDS Eligible Areas is higher.
Approximately 527,800 residents in the CEDS Eligible Areas are either working or looking for work. Of
these, 14 percent is unemployed.
According to a May 20, 2016 press release from the State of California’s Employment Development
Department (EDD), after years of economic decline, San Diego’s (MSA) regional economy has begun to
show signs of recovery, with the unemployment rate falling to 4.5 percent in April 2016. While the
unemployment rate is an average of the entire county, pockets of poverty still exist in this CEDS Area
region.
The CEDS Study Area’s economy currently and historically has been heavily influenced by the presence
of the U.S. military and Department of Defense. The San Diego Region is home to the largest
concentration of military in the world with more than 60 percent of the ships in the U.S. Pacific Fleet and
more than one-third of the combat power of the U.S. Marine Corps. The use of private contractors by this
sector of the economy has been a major revenue and job generator.
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In order to integrate resilience into the Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS, a two-pronged
approach has been undertaken:
1. Planning for and implementing resilience through specific goals or actions to bolster the longterm economic durability of the region (steady-state)
2. Establishing information networks among the various stakeholders in the region to encourage
active and regular communications between the public, private, education, and non-profit sectors
to collaborate on existing and potential future challenges (responsive)
The CEDS Committee will work with local jurisdictions to support the efforts described in this report,
identify the roles appropriate for the business community to undertake to bolster steady-state economic
resilience, and ensure that businesses are informed of their roles and responsibilities.
An evaluation framework serves as a mechanism to gauge progress on the implementation of the overall
CEDS. It is an important element of the ongoing planning process and should answer the questions
“How are we doing?” and “What can we do better?”
The following performance measures will provide a framework for evaluating if the progress of activities in
achieving the vision, goals and objectives of the CEDS are making a difference in the local economy. To
begin this evaluation, 10 metrics were developed. They include some traditional metrics such as job
growth and some non-traditional metrics such as wealth creation (Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
income) and innovation (number of patents). Some data are not available at a sub-regional level. In these
cases, data for the San Diego region have been scaled to represent the CEDS Study Area. This
assumption is reasonable given that 76 percent of all the jobs in the San Diego region are located in the
CEDS Study Area.

PERFORMANCE METRICS
1. Wealth Creation (Gross Domestic Product, GDP) – Has real GDP increased in the CEDS
Study Area compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: United States Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA); adjusted by SANDAG)
2. Innovation (Venture Capital (VC) Investment) – Has the amount of real venture capital
investment increased in CEDS Study Area compared to the previous 12 months? (Sources: Price
Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) MoneyTree Report; adjusted by SANDAG)
3. Innovation (Number of Patents) - Has the number of patents received increased in the CEDS
Study Area compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO); adjusted by SANDAG)
4. Employment Growth – Has employment in the CEDS Study Area increased in the region
compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, On-The-Map Application,
Longitudinal-Employer Household Dynamics Program, LEHD)
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5. Job Earnings – Has the percentage of jobs in the CEDS Study Area that pay more than $3,333
per month increased compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau,
OnTheMap Application, LEHD)
6. Poverty Rate – Is the percentage of individuals in the CEDS Study Area that are below the
poverty level lower than the national level? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community
Survey (ACS))
7. Education (High School Graduation Rates) – Has the percentage of high school graduates in
the CEDS Study Area increased compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: California
Department of Education, DataQuest online tool. Four-year adjusted cohort outcome data for
Grades 9-12 during the academic year)
8. Education (STEM-Related Degrees Awarded) – Has the number of graduate and
undergraduate degrees awarded in a STEM-related discipline increased in CEDS Study Area
compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: SDSU and UC San Diego) A workforce trained in
the STEM disciplines (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) supports the high-tech
sector, nurtures innovation, and contributes to the overall economic wellbeing. High-tech jobs
provide good wages for employees and provide a technically-skilled pool of local graduates for
local employers
9. Unemployment Rate – Is the unemployment rate for the CEDS Study Area lower than the
national level? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS)
10. Average Commute Time to Work – Is the average commute time to work in the CEDS Study
Area lower than the national level? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Central, South and East San Diego County Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS) Committee present this 2016 – 2020 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy for the
Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS Study Area. The CEDS Study Area includes southern
and eastern portions of San Diego County and the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Chula Vista,
National City, El Cajon, Lemon Grove, La Mesa, San Diego, and Santee.
The purpose of the CEDS is to create an economic environment that fosters job creation, a more
diversified economy, and improves the quality of life for the residents in the CEDS Study Area and in the
region overall. It provides a mechanism for coordinating the efforts of local governments, private industry,
organizations, and individuals concerned with economic development. It provides the framework by which
economic development projects in the CEDS Study Area can qualify for grant funding from the U.S.
Economic Development Administration (EDA).
The Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS was initially developed in 2011. This 2016–2020
CEDS revisited the initial report and updates the vision, goals, and initiatives. This CEDS reports
continues the 2011 CEDS effort to capture and build on the unique opportunities that come with being
located on the US/Mexico border and the Pacific Rim. In addition, the CEDS incorporates the new
guidelines set forth by the EDA and includes goals related to economic resiliency as well as identifies
performance measures to gauge progress toward the stated goals and objectives.

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT
The 2016 CEDS is organized as follows:


Section 2.0 presents a summary background and elaborates on the demographic as well as the
economic profile of the CEDS Study Area.



Section 3.0 covers the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) of the CEDS
Study Area.



Section 4.0 discusses Strategic Direction and Economic Resilience.



Section 5.0 discusses the evaluation framework and performance measures to assess CEDS
implementation of the plan and its impact on the regional economy.



Section 6.0 describes the planning process including public outreach and the CEDS Committee.



The Appendices provide supplemental information and include the CEDS Study Area map and
2014 per capita income and unemployment rates by census tract, demographic and economic
data tables, performance metric data, and key project lists that flow from the goals and action
plan presented in Section 4.
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2.0 SUMMARY BACKGROUND

CEDS STUDY AREA
The CEDS Study Area is an aggregation of census tracts that forms a large geography within the San
Diego region. Out of the 627 census tracts in San Diego region, 462 make up the CEDS Study Area.
Generally, it consists of the southern and eastern portions of the San Diego region and all of the City of
San Diego. The southern boundary is the international border between the U.S. and Mexico. The Study
Area includes the City of San Diego, the cities of Santee, El Cajon, La Mesa, and Lemon Grove in the
East County region, and the cities of Chula Vista, Coronado, Imperial Beach, and National City in the
South County region (Figure 2.1).
The CEDS Study Area consists of 1,523 square miles and a variety of geographic conditions including
mountains, canyons, the Pacific Ocean, and the Tijuana River Valley. It contains a mix of rural, suburban
and urban areas, tribal lands, open and recreational space uses. The area’s proximity to the U.S. Mexico border adds a unique aspect to the area’s economy that brings with it unique economic
development challenges and opportunities. The Study Area includes four international ports of entry
(POE): San Ysidro/Virginia Avenue-Tijuana/El Chaparral, Otay Mesa-Mesa de Otay, Tecate-Tecate, and
the Cross Border Xpress (Terminal).
The San Diego region is enriched by the presence of 18 tribal nations of which eight are located within
the Study Area. The eight are the Campo Indian Reservation, Ewiiaapaayp Indian Reservation, Jamul
Indian Village, La Posta Indian Reservation, Manzanita Indian Reservation, Mesa Grande Indian
Reservation, Sycuan Indian Reservation, and Viejas Indian Reservation.
Military installations are prevalent in the CEDS Study Area and include military bases and ports, Coast
Guard stations, recruiting and training facilities. The number of uniformed military is estimated to be
approximately 104,000 in the San Diego region, of which a large percentage is located in the CEDS
Study Area. According to the 2015 San Diego Military Advisory Council (SDMAC) Economic Impact
Study, the San Diego region is home to a number of military installations that form the core of the United
States’ defense establishment in the southwestern region of the United States. Its presence supports
intelligence, analysis, research and development, manufacturing, construction, and other activities in the
2
region and forms a highly integrated relationship with these sectors. The veteran population within the
CEDS Study Area is 10 percent, reflecting its large military presence locally. Veterans in the CEDS Study
3
Area constitute more of the local population than in California (6.4 %) and the United States (8.7 %).
The CEDS Study Area comprises a large proportion of the entire San Diego region, including affluent
areas and key employment centers. It includes nearly all of the universities in the region, six of the eight
community colleges, three school districts (San Diego, Grossmont-Cuyamaca, and Southwestern), more
2
3

San Diego Military Advisory Council (SDMAC), Military Economic Impact Study San Diego Region 2015
U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010-2014 (S2101); compiled by SANDAG
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than half of the major hospitals, key employment centers where life science and high technology jobs are
concentrated such as UC San Diego and Torrey Pines Basin, Sorrento Valley, advanced manufacturing
centers, and downtown San Diego. But the CEDS Study Area also includes pockets of poverty or
economically challenged areas that meet EDA criteria as shown on the map in Figure 2.1 on page 4,
where out of the 462 tracts that comprise the CEDS Study Area, 227, or 49 percent, meet EDA’s low
income and/or high unemployment criteria. (Specifically, the criteria are per capita income that is 80
percent or lower of the U.S. per capita income level and an unemployment rate that is at least 1 percent
above the national unemployment rate as determined by data from the American Community Survey
(ACS).) As mentioned above, where relevant, information on the CEDS Eligible Areas is highlighted.
Tabular data is included in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.1
CEDS Study Area and EDA Eligibility Areas
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DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE CEDS STUDY AREA
Population, Housing and Civilian Labor Force
Total population in the CEDS Study Area is estimated at 2,269,100 in 2014, which is about 70 percent of
the population of the San Diego region. Compared to California and the United States, the CEDS Study
Area has a slightly higher proportion of the population in the working age categories of 20 to 59 and slightly
smaller proportion in the age 60 and over categories. Total population in the CEDS Eligible Areas is
estimated at 1,111,300, representing 49 percent of the population of the CEDS Study Area. The age
distribution reflects a young population with individuals age 24 and under representing 38.2 percent of the
3
population compared 34.7 percent and 33.4 percent in California and United States, respectively.
The population of the CEDS Study Area is diverse, with no single ethnic group constituting an outright
majority of the population. Non-Hispanic Whites constitute the single largest ethnic group in the area at
roughly 44 percent, followed by the Hispanic or Latino population at approximately 33 percent. The Asian
population composes roughly 13 percent of the population and the Black or African American population
constitutes less than 6 percent of the population. The percentages of the CEDS Study Area are somewhat
similar to that of the entire state of California, but noticeably different from the figures at the national level.
For instance, in the United States, Hispanic or Latinos represent 16.9 percent and White represents 62.8
percent, which demonstrates that both the CEDS Study Area as well as California are more diverse than
the nation as a whole (Table 2.1).
The population in the CEDS Eligible Areas has higher percentages of Hispanics or Latinos (47.3%) and
Asians (11.0%) and lower percentages of White (30.1%) and Black or African Americans (7.6%) compared
to the nation.
Table 2.1
Population by Race and Ethnicity, 2014
CEDS Study Area, California, and United States
CEDS Study Area
Estimate
Total Population
Hispanic or Latino of any race
White alone
Black or African American Alone
American Indian or Alaska Native Alone
Asian Alone
Native Hawaiian & Other Pacific Islander Alone
Some Other Race Alone
Two or More Races Alone

2,269,100
751,300
994,100
128,200
6,500
299,400
9,900
3,600
76,000

% of Total
33.1%
43.8%
5.6%
0.3%
13.2%
0.4%
0.2%
3.3%

California
Estimate

38,066,900
14,534,400
14,905,600
2,155,900
145,700
5,062,700
136,500
81,900
1,044,100

United States

% of Total
38.2%
39.2%
5.7%
0.4%
13.3%
0.4%
0.2%
2.7%

Estimate

314,107,100
53,070,100
197,159,500
38,460,600
2,082,800
15,536,200
493,200
611,900
6,692,900

% of Total
16.9%
62.8%
12.2%
0.7%
4.9%
0.2%
0.2%
2.1%

Source: U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010-2014 (DP05); compiled by San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)
Note: Table figures may not add due to rounding.

The CEDS Study Area has a civilian labor force of 1,148,300 residents of which 114,500, or 10 percent, is
unemployed. The unemployment rate of the CEDS Study Area is lower than the state’s rate (11.0%) and
higher than the nation’s rate (9.2%). The unemployment rate of the CEDS Eligible Areas is higher.
3

U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010-2014 (DP05); compiled by SANDAG
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Approximately 527,800 residents in the CEDS Eligible Areas are either working or looking for work. Of
4
these, 14 percent is unemployed.
In terms of housing, the number of Owner Occupied Housing Units and Renter Occupied Housing Units in
the CEDS Study Area is estimated at 777,800 and is roughly split down the middle (51.5% and 49.9%,
respectively). The proportion of owner occupied housing units is higher in California (54.8%) and in the
5
United States (64.4%).

Household Income
Compared to California and the nation, a smaller percentage of households in the CEDS Study Area fall
within the lower income categories and a larger percentage fall within the higher income categories (Table
2.2). This pattern is the opposite when the comparison is made between the state and the nation and the
CEDS Eligible Areas. Within the CEDS Eligible Areas, a higher percentage of households fall into the lower
income categories ($74,999 and less) and a lower percentage falls into the higher income categories
($100,000 or more).
Table 2.2
Household Income, 2014
CEDS Study Area, California, and United States
CEDS Study Area
Household Income

Population

Total households

California

Distribution Population

777,800

United States

Distribution Population

12,617,300

Distribution

116,211,100

Less than $10,000

43,300

5.6%

732,400

5.8%

8,395,300

7.2%

$10,000 to $14,999

36,600

4.7%

645,000

5.1%

6,189,400

5.3%

$15,000 to $24,999

67,100

8.6%

1,202,400

9.5%

12,402,900

10.7%

$25,000 to $34,999

66,200

8.5%

1,138,700

9.0%

11,870,700

10.2%

$35,000 to $49,999

93,900

12.1%

1,531,300

12.1%

15,681,100

13.5%

$50,000 to $74,999

131,200

16.9%

2,111,200

16.7%

20,719,300

17.8%

$75,000 to $99,999

101,500

13.0%

1,545,000

12.2%

14,125,400

12.2%

$100,000 to $149,999

123,700

15.9%

1,881,400

14.9%

15,123,800

13.0%

$150,000 to $199,999

57,600

7.4%

870,500

6.9%

5,857,700

5.0%

$200,000 or more

56,700

7.3%

959,300

7.6%

5,845,400

5.0%

Median Household Income
(dollars)

$61,489

$53,482

Source: U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010-2014 (DP03); compiled by SANDAG
Note: Household income is in 2014 inflation-adjusted dollars. Table figures may not add due to rounding.

Educational Attainment
According to the educational attainment estimates, the educational level in the CEDS Study Area is fairly
high compared to the state and the nation. The proportion of individuals with a high school diploma or less
is 32.5 percent in the CEDS Study Area compared to 39.2 percent and 41.7 percent for the state and
4
5

U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates, 2010-2014 (DP03); compiled by SANDAG
U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010-2014 (B25003); compiled by SANDAG
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nation, respectively. The proportion of individuals with a bachelor’s degree or higher is 36.6 percent in the
CEDS Study Area compared to 31.0 percent and 29.4 percent for the state and nation, respectively (Table
2.3). However, when comparing the CEDS Eligibility Area to the state and nation, the picture is reversed.
The proportion of individuals with a high school diploma or less is 46.4 percent in the CEDS Eligibility Area
and only 21.5 percent of the population has a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Table 2.3
Educational Attainment, 2014
CEDS Study Area, California, and United States
CEDS Study Area
Estimate
Population Age 25 Years and Over

% of Total

1,489,300

California
Estimate

United States

% of Total

24,865,900

Estimate

% of Total

209,056,100

12th grade (no diploma) or Less

204,800

13.8%

4,603,000

18.5%

28,587,700

13.7%

High school graduate (includes equivalency)

278,500

18.7%

5,153,300

20.7%

58,440,600

28.0%

Some college, less than 1 year

84,900

5.7%

1,443,000

5.8%

13,102,500

6.3%

Some college, 1 or more years, no degree

255,900

17.2%

4,022,700

16.2%

31,139,100

14.9%

Associate's degree

120,900

8.1%

1,935,000

7.8%

16,580,100

7.9%

Bachelor's degree

333,800

22.4%

4,870,500

19.6%

38,184,700

18.3%

Master's degree

136,500

9.2%

1,889,600

7.6%

16,246,900

7.8%

Professional school degree

41,100

2.8%

575,100

2.3%

4,088,700

2.0%

Doctorate degree

32,900

2.2%

373,700

1.5%

2,685,800

1.3%

Source: U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates 2010-2014 (B25003); compiled by SANDAG
Note: Table figures may not add due to rounding.

Poverty
In the CEDS Study Area, 15 percent of the population lives below the poverty line. This rate is lower than
rates in California and the United States (Table 2.4). In comparison, of the 1,081,600 individuals in the
CEDS Eligible Areas, a higher proportion (approximately 20.7%) lives below the poverty line.
Table 2.4
Poverty, 2014
CEDS Study Area, California and United States
CEDS Study Area
Total Population for Whom Poverty
Status is Determined
Total Below Poverty
Percent Below Poverty

California

United States

2,211,900

37,323,100

306,226,400

332,400

6,115,200

47,755,600

15.0%

16.4%

15.6%

Source: U.S. Census, ACS 5-Year Estimates, 2010-2014 (S1701); compiled by SANDAG
Note: Table figures may not add due to rounding.
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ECONOMIC PROFILE
Employment by Industry for the CEDS Study Area
Total employment in the CEDS Study Area is estimated at 915,700 jobs in 2014, representing
6
approximately 76 percent of total employment in the San Diego region. Employment is concentrated in
health care and social assistance; professional, scientific, and technical services; educational services, and
lodging and food services. This is similar to the region as a whole, which is not surprising given that the
CEDS Study Area comprises such a large percentage of the region. The CEDS Study Area includes most
of the universities, six of the eight community college districts, more than half of the major hospitals, key
employment centers where life science and high technology jobs are concentrated such as UC San Diego
and Torrey Pines Basin and Sorrento Valley, as well as advanced manufacturing centers (Figure 2.2).
Wage data by industry specifically for the Study Area are not available. The average annual payroll for the
San Diego region is used as a proxy for wages by industry in the CEDS Study Area. The 2014 earnings
range from a low of $21,300 in lodging and food services (where there are many part-time jobs) to a high of
$122,100 in management of companies and enterprises (includes offices of corporate headquarters). The
average wage for all industries is $56,600 (2014 current dollars).
Figure 2.2
Employment by Industry for the CEDS Study Area, 2014

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Local Employment Household Dynamics; compiled by SANDAG
Note: Primary Jobs, Beginning of Quarter Employment, 2nd Quarter, 2014

6

Employment represents total primary jobs defined as the highest paying job (public and private sector) for an individual worker for
the year.
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Industry Clusters for the CEDS Study Area
Traded industry clusters are groups of interrelated, export-oriented industries that bring new money into the
area. Companies within clusters tend to be among the region’s leaders in research and development
funding, patent awards, and other key indicators of innovation. Many of the clusters also pay high wages,
although some do not. Traded industries are important to the region because they are industries in which
the San Diego region has a competitive advantage that has grown to the point where the region has a
much higher concentration of these industries than the nation as a whole. This concentration generally
indicates that the industry is providing these products and services not just to San Diegans, but to
customers from outside the region, thus are bringing money into the region. For example, the tourism
industry brings visitors who spend money, the biotechnology industry develops technology used worldwide,
and craft-brewing industry sells beer across the country. While often seen as competitors, businesses in
these industries frequently share techniques, expertise, and partnerships in many ways that spur growth
and innovation. This growth and innovation make these industries important drivers in the economy.
For this analysis, employment for the traded industry clusters has been scaled to estimate employment in
the CEDS Study Area (Table 2.5). This assumption is reasonable given that 76 percent of all the jobs in the
San Diego region are located in the CEDS Study Area and the distribution of the jobs is similar. The data
show that employment in the traded industry clusters grew from 246,300 jobs to 263,200 jobs, or 6.9
percent, between 2010 and 2015. The cluster that experienced the most growth is Specialty Foods and
Microbreweries, which, while still relatively small, saw a 100 percent gain in employment between 2010
and 2015, thanks largely to the growth of region’s world-class craft brewing industry. Biotechnology and
Pharmaceuticals and Entertainment and Hospitality also saw strong growth post-recession.
Table 2.5
Industry Clusters for the CEDS Study Area, 2010 and 2015
Employment
2010

2010-2015e 2010-2015e

Action Sports Mfg.

3,200

3,200

0

0.0%

Real Wage (2010$)
$79,600

Advanced Precision Mfg.

3,300

3,700

400

12.1%

$49,400

24,300

24,000

-300

-1.2%

$84,300

Apparel Mfg.

2,200

2,100

-100

-4.5%

$30,100

Biomedical Devices and Products

9,100

9,500

400

4.4%

$120,400

17,100

19,600

2,500

14.6%

$142,000

Aerospace, Navigation, and Maritime Tech.

Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals
Cleantech
Entertainment and Hospitality
Fruits and Vegetables

2015

Loss/Gain

% Change

2015 Average

6,000

5,500

-500

-8.3%

$87,000

113,100

127,100

14,000

12.4%

$22,500

3,200

3,200

0

0.0%

$30,200

54,500

53,900

-600

-1.1%

$105,500

Publishing and Marketing

9,000

8,800

-200

-2.2%

$58,500

Specialty Foods and Microbreweries

1,300

2,600

1,300

100.0%

$38,300

246,300

263,200

16,900

6.9%

$60,900

Info. and Communications Tech.

Industry Cluster Employment in CEDS Study Area

Source: SANDAG Current Employment Inventory, 2016
Notes: 2015 data are estimated. Table figures may not add due to rounding. Wages are for the San Diego region and are adjusted
for inflation with 2010 as the base year. Employment has been scaled to represent the CEDS Study Area based on estimates
showing that 76% of all jobs in the region are located in the CEDS Study Area. One of San Diego region’s traded industry clusters,
Horticulture, tends to be concentrated in the northern part of the San Diego region. Because it is predominately outside the CEDS
Study Area, it is excluded from this table.
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Although uniformed military is not classified as an industry cluster, it continues to play an important role in
the San Diego region economy. San Diego’s deep sea port and strategic location to Asia make it a prime
spot for the military operations. The military is export-oriented because it brings in significantly more tax
dollars than the region pays to the federal government in taxes. However, unlike other clusters, the size
and future growth of the military cannot be influenced by local policy.
Nonetheless, significant defense-related industries and businesses are represented in the region including
unmanned vehicles; robotics/autonomous systems; cyber security; Command, Control, Communications,
Computing, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR); research and development;
shipbuilding and repair, and advanced manufacturing.
The CEDS region’s strategic location adjacent to Mexico has afforded many San Diego companies the
opportunity to “near source” their products as opposed to off shore manufacturing. Many companies in all
categories of the Industry Clusters identified in this report have a presence in the Northern Baja region of
Mexico. The opportunity to locate your research and development, corporate and sales offices on the US
side of the border, with manufacturing performed in Mexico has made the San Diego region extremely
attractive for companies. Similarly, there are US companies that manufacture in countries located along
the Pacific Rim, yet have a US presence. The Port of San Diego, in addition to other entities, has been
working to increase exports from San Diego to these Pacific Rim companies. Additionally, companies
located on the US side of the border often import their skilled workforce from Mexico. This is especially
prevalent in the hospitality industry where many workers from Mexico are working in eateries and hotels.
However, not all areas of San Diego have benefitted from the many cross border opportunities. The
research and development companies are primarily located near universities, none of which are in South
County.
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3.0 STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND THREATS
(SWOT) ANALYSIS

The previous CEDS identified the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the study area. The
current CEDS Committee reviewed the table and determined the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats of the CEDS Study Area remain largely the same. The table below summarizes this work
(listed in no particular order) and is the basis for the remainder of this section and the economic
development initiatives set out in the Action Plan (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1
CEDS Study Area Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT)
Strengths






















Major research institutes (Sanford-Burnham,
Salk, Scripps, UCSD, SDSU)
Border-related commerce/NAFTA/Pacific Rim
Foreign Trade Zones Program (FTZ)
Tariff-free assembly (maquiladoras)
International gateway (Asia, Latin America,
Baja California) via air, ship, truck & rail
Geographic location on the Pacific Rim and
international border
Large international trade network
Excellent weather and a high quality of life
Economic and business diversity
opportunities, Department of Defense and
tourism opportunities
Incentives (Cal Competes, New Employment
Credit, Manufacturing and R&D tax credits,
individual jurisdiction incentives)
Land availability
Geographic diversity with natural resources
Regional partnerships
Strong communities
Multi-modal transportation hubs (highways,
ports, airports, rail, transit and active
transportation)
Exemplary educational institutions
Highly educated workforce
Large concentration of defense assets
including companies, infrastructure, and
workforce with high level security clearances
and military installations
Multilingual, multicultural and diverse
communities
Home to many industry clusters with strong
support networks
Many innovative small/startup business
clusters

Weaknesses
















High housing costs and limited availability
High cost of living
Shrinking inventory middle income jobs
Diminishing skilled labor force
Complicated and unintuitive business
regulatory environment and development
process
Inadequate educational funding
Border wait times, infrastructure limitations
and costs (water, public transportation,
highways, border, rail)
Distance from Washington D.C. and
Sacramento
Lack of governmental development funding
Backlog in deferred implementation of capital
projects
Vacant and underutilized properties
(commercial and residential)
Lack of a jobs-housing balance
High traffic volume
Limited rail access
Limited availability of multi-modal
transportation hubs within the communities
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Opportunities





















Collaboration/Shared resources/Mutual
projects
Business networks such as Connectory
Inter-regional transportation (rail, airport)
Growth in industry clusters such as Maritime,
Aerospace, Defense, Ecotourism and
Cybersecurity
Natural renewable energy resources (sun,
wind, geothermal energy)
Maximizing global competitiveness and
collaboration to identify cross border economic
opportunities
Developing new funding resources and
financing mechanisms to replace
Redevelopment dollars
Timely infrastructure redevelopment
Downtown renovation
Expand support to small businesses
Seamless trade and efficient movement of
goods with Mexico
Continue constructing and improving the
border crossings
Accelerate infill development
Programs to equip future workforce with indemand skills
Continue to develop public-private
partnerships
Apply technology developed in San Diego to
address local needs
Continue with diversification of water
resources
Exploit convergence of industry clusters
Address backlog in deferred capital projects
Develop vacant and underutilized properties
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Threats

















Natural disasters (wildfires, mudslides,
earthquakes, floods, drought)
Water shortages
Foreign and domestic competition
State/local conflicting governmental policies
Border safety and security issues
Aging out of skilled workforce
Parochialism
Incompatible land uses surrounding military
bases
Localized community opposition to
development
Lack of funding resources and financing
mechanisms for development
External shocks such as reduction in defense
spending, exit of a major employer, impacts of
climate change, etc.
Shortage of industrial land
Loss of middle income jobs
Matriculation of qualified workforce
Relocation of firms and jobs to lower cost
areas
Shortage of career opportunities
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A more comprehensive asset mapping
exercise, while beyond the scope of this
CEDS,
would
provide
a
deeper
understanding of the resources, networks,
culture, and attitudes of the CEDS Study
Area’s economy and would indicate what
critical assets may be missing.
For the purpose of this CEDS document,
potential assets were evaluated based on
their ability to contribute to the CEDS Study
Area’s sustainable competitive advantage.

Economic Development Assets are those unique items of
value (tangible and intangible) that communities have and
can use to achieve economic and workforce development
goals. Assets can provide a sustainable competitive
advantage over other communities and therefore provide
the foundation for a strategic economic development
action plan. Assets have value, are rare, are hard to
imitate,

and

can

be

used

to advance economic

development opportunities.

Table 3.2
Sustainable Competitive Economic Development Assets
Physical

Social

Economic

Organizational

International Border
Infrastructure

Multi-lingual Workforce
Multi- cultural Workforce
Quality of Life

Existing Industries
Emerging Industries
Educational / R & D
Complex
Military / Department of
Defense
Tourism

Leadership Collaborative

The remainder of this section identifies the most significant economic development issues and factors that
impact local economic performance. In order to reach economic potential and realize the vision as identified
by the CEDS Committee, these areas must be addressed and mitigated to the greatest extent possible.

BORDER INFRASTRUCTURE
The CEDS Committee recognizes that the need for improved infrastructure at the border is critical to the
economic development of the region and that more regional collaboration is needed between the local
government agencies, Mexico and the federal government related to cross border issues. Mexico and the
CEDS Study Area are tightly bound culturally and economically. Besides the commercial and employee
crossings, the tariff-free assembly industry (maquiladoras) is Tijuana's largest employer and requires
warehousing and trucking on the U.S side of the border. Economic integration implies a porous border, but
security and immigration policy demand a barrier and therein lies the challenge – how to fully realize the
economic potential of the region (both Mexico and California) through seamless trade and efficient
movement of goods and services. A safe and efficient environment is critical to economic investment and
international commerce.
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Table 3.3
Northbound Border Crossing at San Diego County Ports of Entry
Year

Commercial Vehicles
(Trucks)

Passenger Vehicles

People (via bus, car,
pedestrian)

2014
2015

862,432
881,671

19,767,654
22,367,378

47,523,485
51,307,226

Source: US Department of Transportation, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology, Bureau of
Transportation Statistics
Note: Table figures are compiled for the three Ports of Entry in San Diego County: San Ysidro, Otay Mesa and Tecate.

Border delays at these crossings are responsible for significant economic losses on both sides of the
border as documented in studies completed by the San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG). The economic impact of congested freight movement is felt not just locally but also at the
national level due to time delays that increase cost, and reduce revenue and productivity. A
company’s supply chain is very time-sensitive and products coming into the U.S. tend to be more
time-sensitive than outbound products because they are mainly made up of intermediary products for
home and business, such as CD players, tablets, televisions, printers, copiers, etc.

Partial list of Border Infrastructure and Other Projects under Consideration


Otay Mesa East (also known as Otay 2) is scheduled to be operational by the end of 2017.
When completed, this will be the seventh California – Mexico border crossing. It is expected
to be the most technologically advanced crossing in the CEDS Study Area and offer
considerably shorter wait times. It will also provide 27 northbound lanes from Tijuana to San
Diego as well as eight southbound lanes, and is expected to cost $150 million to complete.
State highway improvements, already underway, will accommodate passenger vehicles and
commercial truck traffic. A Memorandum of Understanding between California and Mexico
was signed in July 2014 and will further facilitate commercial trade between Mexico and
California.



Construction began on the expansion of the San Ysidro Port of Entry in 2009, in an attempt
to alleviate congestion. San Ysidro is the busiest border crossing in the world, with
approximately 50,000 northbound vehicles processed each day and 25,000 northbound
pedestrians crossing each day. The project is divided into three phases and is projected to
cost a total of $735 million, including $6 million in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009 (ARRA) funds. The scheduled completion and funding status is as following:



o

Phase 1: Fully funded, involved the construction of the Pedestrian Bridge (Completed
in April 2011), Northbound Vehicular Inspection Station (Completed in December
2014), Southbound Pedestrian Crossing (Completed in August 2012) and the
Western Pedestrian Facility (Will be completed in Summer 2016).

o

Phase 2: Funding secured, will involve the construction of the Administration and
Pedestrian Building (Scheduled to be completed in Fall 2019).

o

Phase 3: Funding secured, will involve the construction of I-5 North and Southbound
Inspection Facilities (Scheduled to be completed in Fall 2018).

In addition to the aforementioned phases, plans for the Virginia Avenue Transit Center were
unveiled on June 2, 2015 by the General Services Administration (GSA). The transportation
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center will have ten northbound and two reversible pedestrian processing lanes, along with
an intermodal transit center for buses and taxis. It will also have a pedestrian drop off and
pickup area. The project has secured full funding and is scheduled to be completed in
7
Summer 2016.


Tecate Port of Entry underwent an expansion of its commercial processing facilities in 2009.



Additional Secure Electronic Network for Traveler’s Rapid Inspection (SENTRI) pedestrian
and vehicle lanes opened April 2009 at the Otay Mesa Port of Entry and will allow members
to expedite border crossings by using radio frequency identification technology (RFID). In the
first quarter of 2011, a new SENTRI office was opened in San Ysidro, CA. SENTRI is the
U.S. Customs and Border Protection’s expedited program for pre-approved, low-risk
travelers. San Ysidro’s SENTRI program, which opened in September 2000, currently has
over 100,000 members.

The border infrastructure needs, wait times, and safety issues are challenges that must be addressed
to support and encourage the business development projects currently planned and underway on both
sides of the border. Addressing these challenges will also ensure the potential jobs that should be
generated from these projects are realized.

7 7

General Services Administration (GSA), San Ysidro Land Port of Entry Project Facts, 2016.
http://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/105703
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Not unlike most areas of California, deterioration of local roads, water, and wastewater treatment and
distribution systems due to aging, and other infrastructure have suffered from a lack of funding. In
2012, the State of California eliminated Redevelopment statewide that took away an important
financing tool for most of the EDA eligible areas. Without the Tax Increment Financing from
Redevelopment it has become very difficult to raise local nonfederal matching dollars for potential
EDA funded projects. Local agencies and districts are placed in the unenviable position of
accommodating growth with fewer resources (tax dollars, user and development fees, and grant
funds). This impacts the local agencies’ ability to be competitive and attract and retain industries that
would provide jobs for the local workforce. When infrastructure is inadequate to serve the company’s
needs, experience has shown that many times companies are forced to take the CEDS Study Area off
the list of potential locations and look elsewhere to build or expand their operations.
Funding is needed for construction of new roadways, expansion and maintenance of existing
roadways, and other infrastructure projects to accommodate current and projected growth demands.
Specific infrastructure improvement projects identified for this Study Area are contained in the
following documents.


Caltrans California-Baja California Border Master Plan



Port of San Diego Strategic Plan



San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (SANDAG, 2015)



General Plans of the County and cities in the Central, South and East San Diego CEDS
Region

The City of San Diego entered into a Leasehold Development Agreement with Brown Field
International Business Park, LLC in July 2013 to develop Brown Field Airport in the Otay Mesa
community of San Diego. This public-private partnership is anticipated to promote local and
international commerce while creating more than 4,000 permanent jobs over the 20 year build out.
The project will create new aviation facilities, a solar field, aviation industrial, and commercial uses
while satisfying immediate and long term aviation needs in the South County.
South County EDC and East County EDC completed and delivered the joint Aerotropolis feasibility
report for Brown Field and Gillespie Field in March 2015. The “Aerotropolis” concept of a
concentrated economic hub with an airport at its center has the capacity to support and advance
economies in a manner that will establish the San Diego region as a progressive leader on the local,
national and global stages. The diverse nature of the two airports provides a host of challenges and
opportunities for each area. The completed report offers options to address development in a
thoughtful planned process.
Improvements to the Bradley Avenue/SR-67 interchange are needed to accommodate increased
aviation and industrial demand that increased airport operations require and ensure ongoing planning
for quality development at the adjacent Gillespie Field airport and surrounding commercial and
industrial area.
Further enhancements of Highways 52 and 67 with circulation planning in and around Gillespie
Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS
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Field to support business development opportunities are needed. On March 2, 2016, the County
Board of Supervisors moved to budget $10.6 Million to the Bradley/67 project from 2016 to 2021
Regional Transnet Improvement Program (RTIP) as well as repayment of $16 M borrowed funds
beginning in 2019. The County and its partners continue to look for cost-sharing investment for the
interchange project from Federal and State sources.
SR-11 is a state highway that is currently under construction. This roadway will connect a new Port of
Entry, known as Otay 2, with Highway 905. This is considered a major trade corridor and is needed to
ensure the distribution of goods that travel between the U.S. and Mexico. The California
Transportation Commission approved a plan in January 2012 that would allow the project to be built
in three segments. Segment 1 involves constructing a four-lane freeway between SR905 and Enrico
Fermi Drive, and construction on the first phase began in December 2013 and was completed in
2016. Segment 2 will involve constructing a four-lane toll highway from Enrico Fermi Drive to the new
Otay Mesa East Port of Entry (POE), as well as the construction of a new Commercial Vehicle
Enforcement Facility. Segment 3 will be the construction of the Otay Mesa East Port of Entry (POE)
itself.
The San Vicente Dam Emergency Storage Project construction was completed in Spring 2014 and
raised the 220 feet face of the dam another 117 feet. Adding this height to the face of the dam
allowed for the 90,000 acre feet capacity to be increased an additional 150,000 acre feet. The
completed dam is the tallest of its type in the world. This additional capacity will assist the region to
be less reliant on imported water with local water on hand and expands the capacity of the
Emergency Storage Project network of reservoirs, interconnected pipelines, and pumping stations.
Recreational facilities are scheduled to open to the public in Summer 2016. Additional information
follows in Section 4.0
Otay Water District is investigating the use of water transfers from Mexico to the U.S. to augment the
water supply for the region via a desalination plant to go under construction in Rosarito.
The Metropolitan Transit Authority has been improving the trolley routes from the U.S.-Mexico Border
to Downtown San Diego and two routes that serve East County. These improvements are expected
to increase the efficiency of service in the CEDS Study Area.
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ENVIRONMENT
Along with the infrastructure needs at the ports of entry to meet the traffic congestion and the
transportation system expansions and upgrades that are needed, other equally challenging matters
for the CEDS Study Area are those regarding the shared environment. The shared environment are
water, air, energy, plant and animal life, beaches, on both sides of the border. This healthy
environment is threatened with rapid population growth and industrialization South of the border.
These environmental issues transcend borders and affect both U.S. and Mexico communities.
San Diego County remained a non-attainment area for the Federal 8-Hour Ozone Standard in 2015,
and despite improvement since 2004, is still not up to current ozone air quality data, which were
released by the EPA in December 2015. Added restrictions caused by being named a nonattainment area and other environmental issues mentioned elsewhere further impact the CEDS Study
Area’s attractiveness and competitive position for new business expansions and attractions. Binational planning and solutions to these issues is critical to generating the competitive advantage that
the border proximity gives to the CEDS Study Area.

U.S. AND GLOBAL ECONOMIES AND LOCAL ECONOMIC STABILITY
According to a May 20, 2016 press release from the State of California’s Employment Development
Department (EDD), after years of economic decline, San Diego’s (MSA) regional economy has begun
8
to show signs of recovery, with the unemployment rate falling to 4.5 percent in April 2016. While the
unemployment rate is an average of the entire county, pockets of poverty still exist in this CEDS Area
region.
However, employment in the manufacturing sector has declined in the past few years, negatively
impacting the long-term stability of the region. Regional analysis of Worker Adjustment and
Retraining Notification (WARN) Act notices has shown that during calendar years 2012 through 2015,
there have been 4,000+ jobs lost from defense contractors within the San Diego Metropolitan
Statistical Area. More specifically, over the last three years the San Diego region has experienced
2,800 jobs lost from a diverse cross-section of defense companies.
In 2014, the Center on Policy Initiatives and the United Way calculated in their Making Ends Meet
report that a single person needed to earn at least $27,655 per year (or $13.09 per hour) to maintain
a basic needs budget in the area. One adult with a pre-schooler would need to earn $53,580 per
year (or $25.37 per hour) to maintain the same basic needs budget. By the time you reach a family of
two adults, an infant and pre-schooler would need to earn at least $84,739 to maintain the same
basic needs budget. This is far above the federal poverty line of $12,316 for an adult, $16,317 for an
adult with a pre-schooler, and $24,008 for two adults, an infant, and a pre-schooler. Furthermore,
38 percent of working-age San Diego County households do not earn enough to live self-sufficiently.
An estimated 300,667 working-age San Diego County households live below self-sufficiency, with
over half of those working full-time. An estimated 83 percent of non-retired households living below
the self-sufficiency standard have at least one worker and over half of those workers are employed
9
full-time, which is a reduction of 6 percent from the previous 2010 report.

8

State of California Employment Development Department (EDD) May 2016 Press Release:
http://www.calmis.ca.gov/file/lfmonth/sand$pds.pdf
9
Making Ends Meet, Center on Policy Initiatives, 2014: http://www.cpisandiego.org/research_library
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In order for the CEDS Study Area to fully realize its economic potential, it will be imperative that it
retains and expands the primary industry base. At the same time, create more jobs and better paying
jobs for the entire spectrum of workforce skills and talents including jobs that offer broader career
pathways, the chance for upward mobility, and career advancement.

MILITARY
The CEDS Study Area’s economy currently and historically has been heavily influenced by the
presence of the U.S. military and Department of Defense. The San Diego Region is home to the
largest concentration of military in the world with more than 60 percent of the ships in the U.S. Pacific
Fleet and more than one-third of the combat power of the U.S. Marine Corps. The use of private
contractors by this sector of the economy has been a major revenue and job generator.
Home to the largest concentration of military assets in the world, San Diego’s regional economy is
heavily dependent on defense industry dollars. In the recently released Defense Spending by State,
FY 2014 report (Chmura Economics & Analytics for OEA) San Diego County is ranked second in the
nation and first in California of all the Top Defense Spending Locations. 10 According to the SDMAC
Military Economic Impact Study 2015, collectively, direct, regional defense spending on facilities,
payrolls, benefits, acquisition and procurement contracts and related expenses was around $24.8
billion for federal fiscal year 2015. Including multiplier effects, this amounts to around $45 billion or
21.5 percent of the county’s GRP. More than one out of every five jobs in the region ties directly to
defense spending.
Significant defense-related industries and businesses represented in the region include: unmanned
vehicles (global leader); robotics/autonomous systems; cyber security; Command, Control,
Communications, Computing, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR); training
systems; analysis, research and development; shipbuilding/repair and advanced manufacturing. The
largest allocation of procurement funds is directed to the aerospace, navigation/sensors, other
maritime technologies, and information and communications technology (network hardware, satellite
systems, etc.) sectors.
The strategic partnership between San Diego and the Department of Defense (DoD) is unique and
provides economic benefits and strategic advantages in national security. However, since defense
spending generates an economic impact that far outpaces other regional industry clusters, its
variability represents a disproportional vulnerability to the local economy.
Although it is unclear from where and when DoD cuts will come, what is clear is that cuts in defense
spending are on San Diego’s horizon. For example, the projected combined impact of the Bipartisan
Budget Act of 2013 and the Budget Control Act (BCA) of 2011, has forced reductions in both
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E), and procurement. According to the United
States Department of Defense Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Request, sequester level funding would have
major impacts on San Diego’s defense economy including, but not limited to, divesting the Global
Hawk Block 40 fleet, divesting the Predator fleet, eliminating planned purchases of Reaper aircraft,
and a major reduction in overall ship procurement. Subsequent legislation has mitigated the impact of
sequestration and BCA, however, until Congress addresses sequestration, this legislation remains a
constant threat.
10

U.S. Department of Defense, Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) Defense Spending by State Fiscal Year 2014, Pages 4
and 13.
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Both the Navy and Marine Corps also are slated to spend large amounts on local construction
projects in the coming years according to the SDMAC study. Projected Defense-wide military
construction cuts are unlikely to have local impact. The CEDS region hosts the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command Southwest Region (NAVFAC Southwest), one of ten facilities engineering
commands (FECs) in NAVFAC. This command is comprised of over 3,400 Federal employees (civil
service, officers, and enlisted).
Much of the commercial high tech growth in the CEDS Study Area and the greater San Diego region
has been due to spin-offs spurred by Department of Defense investment in technology that took
place at local military technology transfer facilities.
Other defense sector vulnerabilities, beyond the economic impact of job losses, include the potential
for adverse national security consequences resulting from defense spending cuts, such as the loss of
a critical single-source component supply, specialty technical workforce skills, or key manufacturing
capability, making the county’s economic recovery to defense spending fluctuations even more
complicated or long-term. Although defense contractors have recovered from the financial challenges
of the 1990s, the anticipated decline in future defense budgets may lead contractors to adopt “coping
strategies” including increased consolidation, market exit, and limited investment in innovation.
Although these adaptations may please stockholders they run contrary to the interests of the
Department of Defense
While south and east San Diego County is associated with much of the R&D and more advanced or
technical manufacturing in the region, as global competition increases, many manufacturing firms are
forced to look overseas for additional or more affordable manufacturing. Some production will
continue to move overseas. Being able to stay within the U.S. may enable more manufacturing firms
in the CEDS Study Area to take advantage of the military and/or defense department markets and
provide more-skilled and better paying jobs.
To protect this valuable asset it is critical that the jurisdictions and service providers in the CEDS
Study Area strive to ensure the workforce, infrastructure, business resources, and general business
climate stays competitive and is conducive to building this sector of the economy.
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EDUCATION
The educational attainment level in the CEDS Study Area for 2014 is higher than in the state and the
nation as a whole. About 37 percent have completed a four-year degree or more compared to 31
percent for the state and 29 percent for the nation. However, as noted in Section 2, when comparing
educational attainment of individuals in the CEDS Eligibility Areas to the state and nation, the picture
is reversed. The proportion of individuals with a bachelor’s degree or higher in the CEDS Eligibility
Area is 21.5 percent, which is lower than the statewide and national levels.
Educational attainment is traditionally regarded as a key to economic prosperity and it has been well
established that there is a strong relationship between higher educational attainment, higher income,
and higher economic productivity. Inroads continue to be made to maintain a high educational level
for the CEDS Study Area workforce.
San Diego is working with the Institute for Evidence-Based Change (IEBC), a nationally recognized
nonprofit organization helping education stakeholders use data and information to make informed
decisions, improve practice and increase student success. IEBC is based in San Diego County and
acts as a catalyst to improve instruction and better prepare students for the next educational level by
sharing student data between K-12 schools, community colleges, universities and the workplace.
IEBC helps educators and other stakeholders share, analyze, understand and use data to identify
barriers and problems and facilitate changes, including scaling curriculum alignment. With the
information collected, participating partners throughout the CEDS area are becoming better armed to
identify problems and develop local solutions. Current reporting by local districts show measurable
improvements in student learning, persistence and completion in CEDS area schools and colleges
where this work is taking place.
Expanding education collaboration with business, the proposed East County workforce solutions
center, a project of the Grossmont-Cuyamaca Community College District and business community
sis planned to bring increased collaboration, innovation and support for economic growth and
entrepreneurship.
The CEDS Study area needs a concerted effort to continue and expand successful program that are
designed to boost education attainment and skills training; thereby, improving the CEDS Study Area’s
competitive position, supporting the existing and new businesses, and removing limitations that lead
to low-education and low-skill industry growth.
San Diego is participating in the California Partnership for Achieving Student Success (Cal- PASS).
Cal-PASS started as a sharing project of the Grossmont-Cuyamaca Community College District with
the goal of increasing student transition and quickly expanded regionally to San Diego County. In
January 2003, the project received a grant to implement the program statewide and it is now
supported by the Governor and the Legislature with ongoing funding. An important component to
Cal-PASS is the new national institute known as IEBC (Institute for Evidence- Based Change) is
based in San Diego County, and is supporting and expanding on the work of Cal-PASS. Included in
the work of IEBC is specific work that focuses on foster youth and other disadvantaged populations.
Cal-PASS continues to be unique nationally for its connection of meaningful data to classroom
teaching and has been recognized by the former U.S. Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan.
Cal-PASS acts as a catalyst to improve instruction and better prepare students for the next
educational level by sharing student data between P-12 schools, community colleges and
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universities, identifying barriers and problems and facilitating changes. Cal-PASS is the only system
that not only collects data about student success and transition from every segment of education, but
facilitates its use in monthly meetings by local teachers committed to making positive changes in the
classroom. With the information collected, participating partners are better armed to identify problems
and develop local solutions. Current reporting by local districts show substantial improvements in
CEDS area schools where this work is taking place.
The CEDS Study Area needs a concerted effort to continue and expand successful programs that are
designed to boost educational attainment and skills training; thereby, improving the CEDS Study
Area’s competitive position, supporting the existing and new businesses, and removing limitations
that lead to low-education and low-skill industry growth.
San Diego is home to a number of major research institutes, such as Sanford-Burnham Medical
Research Institute, Salk Institute for Biological Studies, The Scripps Research Institute, University of
California, San Diego (UC San Diego) and San Diego State University (SDSU). In particular, total
research funding for UC San Diego amounts to over $1.01 billion and the university, along with its
related companies has a $20 billion total economic impact in San Diego County. In the case of
SDSU, 80 percent of graduates stay in San Diego to pursue their career paths, to the extent that one
in seven adults in San Diego who possess college degrees attended SDSU.
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HOUSING AND JOBS BALANCE
Owner occupied homes are often an indication of stable neighborhoods and a stable workforce.
Homeowners are people who are investing in their communities, building wealth and financial
security. When business owners/managers evaluate new locations, homeownership is a factor
considered because it is an indicator of how easy it will be for them to not just attract but to keep the
workers they need.
Because the housing costs are lower in the southern areas of the CEDS Study Area, the commute is
by and large northbound, i.e. from Mexico to U.S. The increased traffic, congestion, and border wait
times caused by the bi-national commute could be countered with a two-fold concerted, collaborative
and sustained effort to (1) attract, expand and grow industries where people live, and (2) provide
affordable housing options near the jobs. One of the ways to accomplish this is to encourage transitoriented development. SANDAG has encouraged these types of projects with competitive grants to
local jurisdictions. However, there are a vast amount of projects still needed and funding remains an
obstacle to encouraging and accomplishing this type of development.

OPPORTUNITIES WITH EXISTING AND EMERGING INDUSTRIES
Although a full target industry analysis was not undertaken for the CEDS Study Area, an analytical
approach was used to estimate employment in the regional industry clusters specifically for the
CEDS Study Area (Table 2.5). The clusters shown in Table 2.5 present a preliminary list of those
industry groups that could benefit from the region’s assets and would be most apt to expand and/or
locate in the CEDS Study Area. The CEDS Committee will continue to refine, conduct research, and
gather industry intelligence to document the region’s ability to meet the needs of these industries.
A more thorough industry analysis is needed to refine the list of industries to those that are
complementary of the CEDS Study Area’s assets and to a manageable number so that business
attraction, retention, and expansion efforts can be concentrated and resources allocated effectively.
Another opportunity with which to assist employers is the California Competes Tax Credit, unveiled
by Governor Jerry Brown in 2014 and administered by the Governor’s Office of Business and
Economic Development (GoBIZ). This incentive is available to companies that would like to relocate
to or stay and grow in California and enables them to receive valuable tax credits from the State for
expanding their payrolls, job creation, or making measurable capital investment improvements. Since
its inception, the California Competes Tax Credit has awarded roughly $171 million in credits to
California companies, which will create 35,431 jobs over five years and invest $9.74 billion in the
state economy. In San Diego alone, 54 companies received more than $47 million of the tax credits,
which will create 8,143 jobs and generate over $1.2 million in capital investment in the City. Some of
the award recipients include BAE Systems, BST Nano Carbon, LLC., iboss Cybersecurity, Modern
Times Beer, NASSCO, Fox Factory, Marine Group Boat Works, LLC. and Underground Elephant.
In addition to the California Competes Tax Credit program, the state of California also offers the New
Employment Credit (NEC). In order to be eligible for this tax credit, employers must be engaged in a
licensed trade or business within a designated geographic area (DGA), which is an area
characterized by high unemployment and poverty. They must also pay starting wages that exceed
150% of the State minimum wage as well as hire disadvantaged employees, such as those who have
been unemployed for more than six months, veterans, ex-offenders, and recipients of the Earned
Income Credit or CalWORKS. There are also tax credits related to Manufacturing and Research and
Development, such as the Partial Sales Tax Exemption Program, which grants businesses a 4.19
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percent state sales tax exemption for qualifying manufacturing equipment purchases. The program is
currently administered by the California Board of Equalization. There are also a number of individual
jurisdiction incentives, such as permit expediting services, the City of San Diego having one of the
lowest business license fees in the State, as well as not charging any Utility Users’ taxes.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT
The South County has a large portion of undeveloped land in the CEDS Study Area unlike the East
County and the downtown areas. The Chula Vista Bayfront is the largest undeveloped parcel along
the ocean in California. A master plan for these areas has been developed. Additional projects
include the Millennia project, the equivalent to 8 square city blocks, with a technology park and a
university planned next to it. Brown Field in Otay Mesa has interested developers currently working
with the City of San Diego to create a plan. While the development strategy is still underway there is
a strong consensus and willingness to have the surrounding area of Brown Field become a
manufacturing hub with over 300 acres set aside for these types of uses.
Along the border, there are plans for two new border crossings. The first, Otay 2, has received the
necessary approvals and is awaiting funding. The second has only shown on a recent long range
planning map and that is the crossing in Jacumba. Both of these ports of entry are vital to
accommodate the growth that is expected in the communities on both the U.S. and Mexico sides of
the border.

CHALLENGES
While the CEDS Study Area is ripe with opportunities, funding and infrastructure remains a critical
obstacle to securing new jobs and companies. Securing and sustaining a reliable water and energy
supply is necessary to maintain our businesses. Additionally, the costs associated with land
development, labor force, housing, water and energy act as a deterrent for companies to locate in the
CEDS area. Furthermore, lower operational costs and cost of living and a lesser amount of
regulations with more certainty in the approval processes acts as an incentive for companies to
locate in other states and other countries as opposed to our ability to retain them in the CEDS Study
Area. Many other states have set up offices or make visits to our major companies with the intent of
luring them to their areas. Furthermore, a solar manufacturing company located in the southern
portion of the CEDS Study Area recently relocated to Mexico citing significantly lower labor costs. In
summary, the CEDS Study Area has significant competition from other states and countries making
retention of our companies difficult, particularly our manufacturing industry. While being located along
an international border is an advantage to some, it also poses risks not typically found in other parts
of the nation. Wait times at the border impede our ability to have products shipped easily and
discourage legal workers from coming to work across the border. Security is an issue with the
perception that the security concerns of Mexico readily cross the border and impact the CEDS Study
Area. This is not the typical case. Furthermore, the CEDS Study Area is a gateway for traffic that
comes through the border and uses the infrastructure in the CEDS Study Area only to transport
goods through the CEDS Study Area using our infrastructure to carry products throughout the U.S.
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4.0 STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND ECONOMIC RESILIENCE

This section presents the CEDS Study Area’s vision, and goals. It also identifies key initiatives that will
help implement the goals plus several action items for each initiative. The action plan is consistent with
applicable state, county, and city economic strategic plans, and makes the most of the depth and breadth
of organizational leadership and collaborations already existing in the region.

GOALS
The CEDS Steering Committee revisited the 2013 CEDS plan. The Committee also reviewed new data
and additional information that led to the new and improved goals that articulate the region’s approach to
achieving the stated vision and are the basis for the initiatives presented in this section.
These goals establish the framework that supports future grant applications to EDA for funding of
economic development projects and initiatives.
The CEDS Action Plan is intended to:


fully realize the economic development potential



create new jobs through public and private sector investment, recruitment of new businesses,
business startups and existing business expansions



support efforts to ensure a ready, qualified and diverse workforce



promote development of infrastructure improvements; and



encourage efforts that have the greatest regional economic impact.

The CEDS Committee established the following vision for the CEDS Study Area that makes the most of
the assets and expertise available.

CEDS STUDY AREA VISION
The CEDS Study Area will be a vibrant, prosperous area with a strong, diverse economic base and an
innovative and creative environment where new ventures and entrepreneurs thrive.
Businesses, workers and residents will benefit from the area’s efficient transportation options, affordable
housing that is close to work, sustainable natural resources, good schools, colleges and universities,
highly educated workforce, and unparalleled cultural and recreational opportunities.
The CEDS Committee commits to achieving the vision and accomplishing the following goals that are
designed to maximize synergies and opportunities to expand economic growth.
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Business Development and Entrepreneurship – Actively support, integrate, expand, and
diversify the economic base to generate quality jobs, investment and environmental sustainability



Education and Workforce Development – Support the development of a highly skilled and welltrained regional workforce



Infrastructure Development – Commit resources to support safe and secure international
trade, economic growth and sustainability



Quality of Life – Work to ensure the region is a place where people can live, work, study and play
in an environment that supports a high quality of life



Resiliency – Foster planning and preparation for a resilient business community

GOALS, INITIATIVES, AND ACTION PLAN
GOALS
GOAL 1 — Business Development and
Entrepreneurship — Actively support,
integrate, expand, and diversify the economic
base to generate quality jobs, investment and
environmental sustainability.
 Initiative 1.1: Explore and establish privatepublic partnerships to capture economic
development opportunities.
o 1.1.A Support projects which will relate to
education, training, public safety, research,
information dissemination, funding,
regulatory issues and other business /
economic development matters.
o 1.1.B Actively seeks innovative ideas that
capitalize on the unique opportunities that
come with being a bi-national region.

ACTION ITEMS
Goal 1

1.1 Expand activities with the CEDS cities, Port of
San Diego, County of San Diego, SANDAG and
Caltrans to support their economic and quality-oflife projects.
Enhance communications between these
organizations and other stakeholders to focus on
common goals and resources.
Identify and analyze obstacles and potential
threats to the region’s wellbeing and initiate
actions to counter the problems.
Maintain close communications with our elected
officials and our counterparts in México to identify
new economic opportunities and cross-border
problems that will need to be addressed.

 Initiative 1.2: Develop and implement
strategies to realize the potential of the
existing and emerging industries.
o 1.2.A Identify gaps in the supply chain and
recruit supporting businesses that are
sufficiently robust, resilient and innovative
to meet the demands of the changing
market place.
o 1.2.B Address the resource and physical
needs of new and existing industries.
o 1.2.C Enhance attraction, expansion,
and retention strategies for the
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1.2 Meet with businesses to determine what
complementary and supporting businesses are
missing that would enhance identified industry
cluster’s productivity and growth.
Use the CEDS SWOT analysis to determine how
well our region can support the new businesses
and make necessary changes and improvements.
1.2 Determine the “strategic success factors” for
current cluster businesses and those we want to
recruit.
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identified targeted industries.
o 1.2.D Maximize the potential of the
Connectory, a searchable industry
data base, and other data bases to
diversify the supply chain for
resiliency.
o 1.2.E Support and/or assist with efforts
to study the feasibility of establishing
local preference procurement policies
and seek legislation in support of
businesses.
o 1.2.F Capitalize on our location on the
Pacific Rim and international border.

 Initiative 1.3: Encourage the growth of
innovative, entrepreneurial businesses.
o 1.3.A Support and advance the
creative industries and entrepreneurs.
o 1.3.B Support and encourage
programs and regulations designed to
develop and expand small
businesses.
 Initiative 1.4: Increase and support access
to business financing and credit assistance
programs.
o 1.4.A Support the establishment of
new, flexible and accessible financing,
bonding and working capital programs
that assist companies with credit
issues as well as business and
financial planning.
o 1.4.B Support the efforts of venture
and angel capital networks, small
business lenders, and technical
assistance providers to identify and
fulfill the specific needs of businesses.

Work more closely with the Center for
International Trade Development (CITD),
Department of Commerce and other federal and
state trade organizations to support their trade
activities and determine how they can be
leveraged to improve the CEDS region’s import
and export endeavors.

1.3 Determine what types of support are needed
for CEDS region’s innovative ideas.
Develop a plan to obtain services to our business
communities.
Review and enhance our business outreach
programs to assess impediments to growth and
provide the information learned to elected officials
and government organizations

 Initiative 1.5: Strive to improve the regional
and state business climate.
o 1.5.A Support clearly articulated and
streamlined planning and
development processes and
regulations.
o 1.5.B Promote and support incentive
programs to serve existing businesses
and attract new business.
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GOAL 2 — Education and Workforce
Development — Support the development
of a highly skilled and well-trained regional
workforce.
 Initiative 2.1: Strengthen effective
school/industry partnerships in an effort to
prepare workers for jobs and careers.
o 2.1.A Identify and address the training
needs of businesses.
o 2.1.B Engage local businesses to help
educators and trainers provide a
curriculum with the skills businesses
need.
o 2.1.C Support and encourage
participation in education and
workforce development.
 Initiative 2.2: Provide opportunities to
obtain work experience.
o 2.2.A Support programs that create
student- run businesses.
o 2.2.B Support expanded Career and
Technical Education (CTE) courses.
o 2.2.C Support the creation and/or
expansion of four-year universities.
o 2.2.D Support internships and
apprenticeships.

Goal 2

2.1 Build on CEDS data gathering activities and
other regional industry cluster and workforce
studies regarding clusters and educational
requirements.
Form task force/sub-committees with community
colleges to offer a workshop series led by a
panel of business experts from each business
cluster to discuss the scope of job opportunities at
each level of education.

2.2 Provide additional promotional and financial
support for educational programs such as the
Youth Entrepreneurial Program (YEP), an on-line
training program at SWC; high school robotics
programs; and numerous business sponsored
workshops, mentoring and training programs
Support scaled improvements that align exit and
entrance expectations.

 Initiative 2.3: Improve educational
attainment and skill-based training.
o 2.3.A Support the upgrade of
education and skill levels.
o 2.3.B Make education and skill-based
training more accessible.
o 2.3.C Document and expand
strategies that lead to improved
student performance.
o 2.3.D Support efforts to develop and
support a multi-lingual workforce and
multi-cultural workforce that becomes
a competitive advantage in the region.
o 2.3.E Identify and address the
defense contractors workforce needs
for the Pacific Southwest military
build-up.
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GOAL 3 — Infrastructure Development
— Commit resources to support safe
and secure international trade,
economic growth and sustainability.
 Initiative 3.1: Support efforts to enhance
and expand infrastructure to facilitate
the efficient movement of goods and
people.
o 3.1.A Support efforts to develop,
improve, and expand infrastructure
at ports of entry.
o 3.1.B Assist in identifying and
securing funding for infrastructure
improvements.
o 3.1.C Support improved and new
highways, roadways, ports, airports,
rail, and other modes of
transportation.
o 3.1.D Support efforts to address and
mitigate the impact of border wait
times.
o 3.1.E Identify ways to improve truck
traffic.
o 3.1.F Ensure sufficient investment
continues to be made in expanding,
maintaining, and upgrading
broadband and/or wireless
technology infrastructure.
o 3.1.G Leveraging investment that
education districts are already
making collocate economic
development and workforce solution
centers.

GOAL 4 — Quality of Life — Work to
ensure the region is a place where all
people can live, work, study and play in
an environment that supports a high
quality of life.
 Initiative 4.1: Expand arts, cultural,
recreation, and entertainment activities
that are readily accessible to residents and
visitors.
o 4.1.A Assist and support new and
existing strategies and projects
designed to create and further
recreational and tourism opportunities.
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GOAL 3,

3.1 Advance efforts to construct new port
of entry (POE), Otay II to expand
movement of people and goods
Complete expansion of San Ysidro POE
Improve infrastructure to support the Cross
Border Xpress
Expand hours of operation of Tecate POE
Participate in discussions on new POE in
East County
Prioritize local transportation dollars for
commerce related activities
Actively participate in infrastructure
planning efforts
Initiate study of economic impacts of
border delays
Enhance existing roadway infrastructure to
improve flow of truck traffic
Support expansion of fiber in streets and
exploitation of dark fiber
Ensure economic benefit from a proposed
university
Ensure higher education infrastructure
buildouts include facilities for workforce
solution and entrepreneurial incubation.

GOAL 4

4.1 Develop a tourism strategy in South
County
Maximize eco-tourism opportunities
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o 4.1.B Support and assist in identifying
and securing funding to move priority
projects forward.
o 4.1.C Add more public art and cultural
institutions to attract visitors and
tourists.
 Initiative 4. 2: Support and encourage
unique retail and downtown renovation and
development.
o 4.2.A Support local jurisdictions’
efforts to leverage funding to identify,
assess, and renovate blighted areas.
o 4.2.B Encourage investment in
economically challenged areas by
implementing programs designed to
encourage attractiveness to investors.
o 4.2.C Encourage the reuse of historic
buildings.

4.2 Market the CEDS area for investment.

 Initiative 4.3: Pursue an improved
jobs/housing balance.
o 4.3.A Encourage development of
affordable housing near job centers.
o 4.3.B Support efforts to leverage
funding to improve public safety
through innovative application of
technology and proven community
interventions.

4.3 Include data on where workers live and
where they work into economic
development strategies to improve
jobs/housing balance and encourage job
creation.

 Initiative 4.4: Recognize the diversity of the
region’s population as an asset and strive
to meet its needs.
o 4.4.A Improve access to education
and training programs for all
populations.
o 4.4 B Improve and support efforts to
identify and implement programs that
focus on training and retraining.
GOAL 5 — Economic Resiliency --Foster
planning and preparation for a resilient
business community.
 Initiative 5.1: Educate businesses and
communities on prudent risk management,
responsiveness and preparation to
address natural and man-made disasters.
 Initiative 5.2: Look across a range of
economic strategies that address
resiliency and select best practices for
consideration.
 Initiative 5.3: Develop resiliency in the
defense and other key cluster supply
chains.
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4.4 Support the expansion of higher
education opportunities, including location
of a new university in Chula Vista.

Goal 5

5.1 Dissemination of information to help
educate businesses and communities.
5.2 Incorporate transportation
infrastructure components of San Diego
Forward, the regional transportation plan
adopted by SANDAG, that could be used
to develop economic resiliency.
5.3 Activate the business community to
prepare for the cyclical nature of defense
contracts. Leverage the investment in the
Operation San Diego grant by the
Department of Defense Of (DoD) Office of
Economic Adjustment (OEA).
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ECONOMIC RESILIENCE
Economic Resilience Defined
An economy is resilient when it has honed its abilities to prevent, withstand, and quickly recover from
major disruptions to its economic base of activities. Historically, economic resilience has focused on a
community’s or region’s ability to bounce back, quickly, from a disruption or economic shock. But, when
considering resilience from an economic development perspective, at least three primary capabilities
must be demonstrated:


Ability to recover quickly from a shock



Ability to withstand a shock



Ability to avoid the shock altogether

Communities like the South-East County CEDS region must have the capability and commitment to
anticipate risk, evaluate how that risk can impact key economic assets, and build a responsive capacity.
Often, the shocks/disruptions to the economic base of an area or region are manifested in three ways:


Downturns or other significant events in the national or international economy that impact
demand for locally produced goods and consumer spending



Downturns in particular industries that constitute a critical component of the region’s economic
activity, especially its traded economies that bring investment into the region



Other external shocks (a natural or man-made disaster, closure of a military base, exit of a major
employer, the impacts of climate change, etc.) that bring economic peril and associated
uncertainty in their wake

In this context, economic development practitioners are instrumental in crafting and nurturing economic
resilience. In cooperation with economic development professionals and organizations, local
governmental jurisdictions act as the focal point for post-incident coordination, information dissemination,
response to external inquiries, and as lead grant administrator for federally-funded (or state-funded)
recovery initiatives.
This CEDS section provides the structure of a critical mechanism to help identify regional vulnerabilities
and prevent and/or respond to economic disruptions. The Central, South and East San Diego County
CEDS understand this reality and welcome the opportunity to make economic resilience a key component
of the CEDS Report 2016-2020 document.
In order to integrate resilience into the Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS, a two-pronged
approach has been undertaken:


Planning for and implementing resilience through specific goals or actions to bolster the long-term
economic durability of the region (steady-state)
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Establishing information networks among the various stakeholders in the region to encourage
active and regular communications between the public, private, education, and non-profit sectors
to collaborate on existing and potential future challenges (responsive)

Steady State Initiatives
Steady State initiatives are long-term efforts that seek to bolster the community or region’s ability to
withstand or avoid a shock. While the local jurisdictions have the lead role in disaster preparation and
response, the CEDS Committee can act as a conduit to engage the business community. Business
leaders can offer suggestions on how they can support local jurisdictional efforts and also provide input,
from a business perspective, on elements of the plan. Additionally, to minimize the impact to their own
operations and profitability, business owners can create response plans, continuity plans and implement
actions intended to mitigate impacts of a disaster. The CEDS Committee can assist economic resiliency
preparation by increasing awareness and providing assistance on development of these plans.
The CEDS Committee will work with local jurisdictions to support the following efforts, identify the roles
appropriate for the business community to undertake to bolster steady-state economic resilience, and
ensure that businesses are informed of their roles and responsibilities.


Continue engagement in comprehensive planning efforts that involve extensive involvement from
the community to define, implement, and refine a collective vision for resilience that includes the
integration and/or alignment of other planning efforts (e.g., hazard mitigation plans) and funding
sources



Undertake efforts to broaden the industrial base with diversification initiatives, such as targeting
the development of emerging clusters or industries that (a) build on the region’s unique assets
and competitive strengths in innovation, defense, cybersecurity, advanced manufacturing,
maritime, and tourism/hospitality, (b) provide stability during downturns that disproportionately
impact any single cluster or industry; and (c) foster the convergence of existing clusters or
industries that may, in turn, evolve into a hybrid clusters that target new markets and attract new
investment



Adapt business retention and expansion programs – such as economic gardening, resource fairs,
red flag alerts, etc. to assist firms with economic recovery post-disruption



Build a flexible and resilient workforce that can better shift between jobs or industries when a core
employment sector is threatened by designing and implementing job-driven skills strategies,
transportable certifications, and support organizations



Maintain geographic information systems (GIS) that link with municipal business licenses, tax
information, and other business establishment data repositories, to track local and regional
“churn” and available development sites. GIS can also be integrated with hazard information to
make rapid post-incident impact assessments



Ensure redundancy in telecommunications and broadband networks to protect commerce and
public safety in the event of natural or manmade disasters
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Promote, assertively, business continuity and preparedness activities to ensure industries and
businesses understand their vulnerabilities along the entire supply chain in the face of disruptions
and are prepared to take actions to resume operations after an event); and



Employ safe development practices in business districts and surrounding communities. Strategies
should include locating structures outside of floodplains, preserving natural lands that act as
buffers from storms, and protecting downtowns and other existing development from the impacts
of extreme weather

Responsive Initiatives
Responsive initiatives may include establishing capabilities for the network of economic development
organizations to be responsive to the region’s recovery needs following an incident, disaster, or other
disruption. Some examples of responsive economic resilience initiatives that the CEDS Committee will
discuss with local jurisdictions to determine the appropriate role for the CEDS Committee and the
business community, include:


Conducting pre-disaster recovery planning to define key stakeholders, roles, responsibilities, and
key actions



Establishing a process for regular communication, monitoring, and updating of business
community needs and issues (which can then be used after an incident)



Establishing/using a capability to rapidly contact key local, regional, state, and federal officials to
communicate business sector needs and coordinate impact assessment efforts; and



Establishing/using coordination mechanisms and leadership succession plans for short,
intermediate, and long-term recovery needs

Integrated Resiliency Roadmap
This section addresses Economic Resilience Planning and Responsiveness within the context of the
South-East San Diego County CEDS region.


Act as communication vector for to the business community to allow them to, more readily,
prepare for and respond to natural and man-made disasters and economic upheaval.



Maintain focus on disaster planning and economic resiliency as an ongoing priority, not just in the
wake of natural and man-made shocks



Document and disseminate disaster preparedness and response information that specifically
addresses businesses and economic stakeholders. Coordinate, organize, and share individual
jurisdiction plans in an effort to encourage collaboration. Incorporate economic resilience planning
into business plans for infrastructure projects and public and private developments. Come to
terms with Southern California’s four “seasons” of flood, fire, earthquake, and drought to address
the predictable disruptions from these natural events. Incorporate planning and response to
climate change, independent of the root causes. Identify those infrastructure items that are most
vulnerable to include transportation of all types, utilities and water, cyber networks, and public
safety
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Identify and prepare for hostile attacks on critical infrastructure, from cyber-hacking to terrorism,
and educate businesses and communities on prudent risk management and responsiveness
preparation



Understand, and prepare for, ongoing effects of the current 4-year drought on business and the
economy. Pay particular attention to those industries—like biotech and burgeoning craft
breweries—that depend on water for their operations



Incorporate into the 2016 CEDS those transportation infrastructure components of the recently
approved San Diego Forward (the regional transportation plan adopted by SANDAG) that can be
used to develop and maintain economic resiliency



Coordinate and collaborate with the San Diego region’s pursuit of a Department of Defense
(DoD) Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) grant to assess defense dependency, map the
defense supply chain, and increase the resiliency of this critical sector (that contributes to 1 in 5
jobs in San Diego County ) to perturbations in Defense budgets and programs. Ensure that this
resiliency approach aligns with, and complements, the 2016 CEDS Resiliency Goals and
Initiatives



Bring private entities into the local San Diego Law Enforcement Coordination Center as a means
to reach across all sectors of first responders and the private firms that provide technology,
manpower, and force multipliers to foster resiliency through interoperability and disaster response
redundancy



Complete the $1.5 billion Emergency Storage Project—a system of reservoirs, pipelines, pump
stations and other facilities—to provide the region with up to a six-month supply of locally stored
water that can be transported around the region should a natural disaster, such as an earthquake
or other emergency, disrupt imported water deliveries



Promote the San Vicente dam raise as a major component of the Emergency Storage Project,
increasing water storage capacity in the region by 150,000 acre-feet. Stored water can be used
during emergencies or to help manage supplies in dry years. The system of facilities includes a
pump station, a surge tank and 11 miles of 8.5 foot-diameter underground pipeline. The
investment by the ratepayers is $816 million



Determine where and how municipal and regional Climate Change plans affect the business
community and ensure that this information is disseminated to the private sector for its own
contingency planning and response activities

Measuring Resilience
Many of the research, tools, and resources available to measure the resiliency of a region incorporate
metrics that rely on data at the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) level or county level. This level of
granularity presents a challenge for the Central, South and East County CEDS as it is an aggregation of
census tracts and not an MSA. The Central, South and East County CEDS explored the possibility of
using the two most common measures: 1) the degree of regional income equality (i.e., distribution of
income across a region’s population usually measured by the Gini coefficient) and 2) the degree of
regional economic diversification (i.e., degree to which economic activity is spread across multiple,
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diverse industry sectors) in this CEDS. After thoughtful investigation, it was determined that although the
U.S. Census Bureau produces the Gini coefficient by census tract, is it not possible to aggregate the tract
level to the CEDS Study Area in a way that produces meaningful results. A similar conclusion was
determined with regard to measuring economic diversity. The literature discusses several methodologies,
but they appear to focus at measuring diversity at the MSA or state level. The techniques are complex
and beyond the available resources for this CEDS. Over the course the five year period of performance
covered by this CEDS, the committee will continue to look for metrics that could be collected at the
subregional level and benchmarked against national averages that could, if identified, provide a means to
recognize trends and permit adjustments to strategies to improve economic resiliency. In each year’s
Annual Performance Report, an update on this CEDS ability to measure changes in economic resiliency
will be provided under the Change in Strategic Direction and Performance Metrics sections.

CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED PLANS AFFECTING
THE REGION
The 2016 CEDS will align and coordinate with the following plans:


2014-2016 City of San Diego Economic Development Strategy



2017-2019 City of San Diego Economic Development Strategy (pending approval by City
Council)



San Diego Forward: the Regional Plan (region’s transportation plan)
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5.0 EVALUATION FRAMEWORK AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

INTRODUCTION
An evaluation framework serves as a mechanism to gauge progress on the implementation of the overall
CEDS. It is an important element of the ongoing planning process and should answer the questions
“How are we doing?” and “What can we do better?”
The following performance measures will provide a framework for evaluating if the progress of activities in
achieving the vision, goals and objectives of the CEDS are making a difference in the local economy. To
begin this evaluation, 10 metrics were developed. They include some traditional metrics such as job
growth and some non-traditional metrics such as wealth creation (Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
income) and innovation (number of patents). Some data are not available at a sub-regional level. In these
cases, data for the San Diego region have been scaled to represent the CEDS Study Area. This
assumption is reasonable given that 76 percent of all the jobs in the San Diego region are located in the
CEDS Study Area.
The measurements are intended to help the CEDS evaluate its regional impact and the metrics are
aligned with the goals and objectives of the strategic action plan and the SWOT analysis.

PERFORMANCE METRICS
1. Wealth Creation (Gross Domestic Product, GDP) – Has real GDP increased in the CEDS
Study Area compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: United States Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA); adjusted by SANDAG)
2. Innovation (Venture Capital (VC) Investment) – Has the amount of real venture capital
investment increased in CEDS Study Area compared to the previous 12 months? (Sources: Price
Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) MoneyTree Report; adjusted by SANDAG)
3. Innovation (Number of Patents) - Has the number of patents received increased in the CEDS
Study Area compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO); adjusted by SANDAG)
4. Employment Growth – Has employment in the CEDS Study Area increased in the region
compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, On-The-Map Application,
Longitudinal-Employer Household Dynamics Program, LEHD)
5. Job Earnings – Has the percentage of jobs in the CEDS Study Area that pay more than $3,333
per month increased compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau,
OnTheMap Application, LEHD)
6. Poverty Rate – Is the percentage of individuals in the CEDS Study Area that are below the
poverty level lower than the national level? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community
Survey (ACS))
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7. Education (High School Graduation Rates) – Has the percentage of high school graduates in
the CEDS Study Area increased compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: California
Department of Education, DataQuest online tool. Four-year adjusted cohort outcome data for
Grades 9-12 during the academic year)
8. Education (STEM-Related Degrees Awarded) – Has the number of graduate and
undergraduate degrees awarded in a STEM-related discipline increased in CEDS Study Area
compared to the previous 12 months? (Source: SDSU and UC San Diego) A workforce trained in
the STEM disciplines (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) supports the high-tech
sector, nurtures innovation, and contributes to the overall economic wellbeing. High-tech jobs
provide good wages for employees and provide a technically-skilled pool of local graduates for
local employers
9. Unemployment Rate – Is the unemployment rate for the CEDS Study Area lower than the
national level? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS)
10. Average Commute Time to Work – Is the average commute time to work in the CEDS Study
Area lower than the national level? (Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS)

IDENTIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The performance measures for the first year of the 2016-2020 CEDS show that out of the 10 metrics,
eight are positive and two are negative. The negative metrics are: high school graduation rates and
unemployment rate.
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Table 5.1
Performance Metrics
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Data Limitations
The CEDS Study Area is an aggregation of census tracts. Out of the 627 census tracts in San Diego
County, 462 are included in the CEDS Study Area. The U.S. Census Bureau, American Community
Survey provides the vast majority of the descriptive data for the Study Area. While data at the tract level
are released annually by the Census Bureau, the data are essentially five-year rolling averages. This
limits the ability to use trend data to analyze progress annually as comparisons only can occur every five
years.
In addition, as mentioned previously, some data (such as GDP, venture capital, and patents) are not
available from government sources at census tract level. In these cases, data for the San Diego region
have been scaled downward to represent the CEDS Study Area. This assumption is reasonable given
that 76 percent of all the jobs in the San Diego region are located in the CEDS Study Area.
The CEDS Committee will continue to seek out completion data for community college certificate
programs so that this metric may be included in future performance reports.
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6.0 CEDS PLANNING PROCESS AND COMMITTEE

2016 CEDS COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
The CEDS is developed by the Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS Committee, which is
composed of a broad range of public sector, regional economic development, business, civic, education
and workforce development professionals, and private sector representatives. The Central, South and
East San Diego County CEDS is a collaborative effort between South County Economic Development
Council (SCEDC), East County Economic Development Council (ECEDC), partnering organizations,
volunteers, and local jurisdictions. The 2016 membership list is provided in Table 6.1 and selected
Committee characteristics are shown in Figure 6.1.
Table 6.1
2016 CEDS Committee Membership

Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS Committee Members
2016
First
Name

Last Name

Company Name

Type of Company

Andy

Hall

San Diego Workforce Partnership

Workforce

Bill

Tunstall

Consultant

Private Individual

1

Billie Jo

Jannen

Information Services

Private Sector

1

Cheryl

Mason

SANDAG

Community Leader

Cindy

Gompper-Graves

SCEDC

Community Leader

Dana

Quittner

Quittner Consulting

Private Sector

1

DeAna

Verbeke

Alturair

Private Sector

1

Doug

Paul

The Paul Company

Private Sector

1

Elsa

Saxod

Saxod Enterprises

Private Sector

1

Eric

Rimmele

SoCal Artisan Foods, Inc.

Private Sector

1

Jim

Janney

O.A.P. Packaging Inc.

Private Sector

1

Jo Marie

Diamond

ECEDC

Community Leader

John

Minto

City of Santee

Public Official

Juan

Durruthy

Complete Media Works

Private Sector

Libby

Day

City of San Diego

Community Leader

Randy

Lenac

Mountain Empire Business Association

Community Leader

Ricardo

Macedo

Bank of America/Merrill Lynch

Private Sector

1

Sam

Cardoso

Mission Federal Credit Union

Private Sector

1

Tony

Ambrose

Burkett & Wong Eng

Private Sector

1

Xema

Jacobson

Trilogy PR Group

Private Sector

1
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Count of Private
Companies

1

Total Private Sector

13

65%

Grand Total

20

100%
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Figure 6.1
CEDS Membership Characteristics

We continue to recruit new members with particular emphasis on the private sector.

PLANNING PROCESS
The committee held their first meeting on November 13, 2015 to talk about the new CEDS 2016 report
and to schedule monthly meetings beginning in January 8, 2016. Monthly meetings were held to keep the
process moving forward. These meetings were open to the public. The following is a brief synopsis of
these meetings:


November 13th 2015: The committee heard about the new guidelines provided by Economic
Development Administration to submit a new CEDS. The committee heard about the plan to start
from the earlier CEDS that match the requirements under the new guidelines, approval of a draft,
and then convene a public meeting. It was announced that a small group of volunteers would
form a working group to steer the committee to meet the guidelines and datelines. The
committee heard about the scheduling of monthly meetings beginning in January 2016.
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January 8, 2016: Committee discussion included talks about adding new sections on economic
resiliency and performance measures, updating eligibility estimates using unemployment rate and
per capita income, updating the goals and objectives and SWOT analysis to meet the new
requirements under the new guidelines. The committee heard about the scheduled Disaster
Forum that will have presenters that will cover preparedness and resiliency.



February 4, 2016: Disaster Forum was held at the Spring Valley Community Services. The
public, the business community and members of the CEDS committee learned about how to
prepare for man-made and natural disasters, and about resiliency.



February 19, 2016: The detailed plan and schedule for the new CEDS 2016 was presented to
the committee. The committee learned about the goals and initiatives, and participated in making
changes during the meeting. The committee was invited to submit action items for each goal and
initiatives. An updated CEDS eligibility and map was presented to the committee. The committee
also heard about the “CEDS Letter” to be drafted and send to organizations, private and public
sector asking for projects to be submitted to the CEDS committee. Subsequent to the meeting an
invitation to make recommendations to the CEDS report was sent to various entities such as:
o

Healthcare Districts

o

Water Districts

o

School Districts

o

Community Planning Groups

o

Cities/County



March 18, 2016: The committee made additional changes to the presented Goals, Initiatives, and
Action Items. The committee also had the opportunity to review the Summary Background, that
included “Demographic Profile: Income Levels” about Median Household Income. The
committee discussed about including the military and/or veterans, housing, and Indian tribes.
The committee heard about the scheduled Business Incentives Forum for April 15, 2016.



April 15, 2016: The Business Incentives Forum was held at the Martin Luther King Center. The
public, the business community and members of the CEDS committee learned about the
available and updates of business incentives provided by local, state and federal entities.



April 15, 2016: The committee was presented the SWOT Analysis; the region’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to the region’s economic prosperity. The committee had
the opportunity to discuss and make changes to the SWOT Analysis. The committee also
learned that the Central, South and East San Diego CEDS Update 2015 that was submitted at
the end of 2015 was approved by EDA. The committee was presented a new table format of the
Goals, Initiatives, and Action Items to be more specific and detailed-oriented, with the intent to
keep the report more concise. The committee learned that the City of San Diego City Council
provided approval on April 12, 2016 to apply for, accept and expand funding from the DoD Office
of Economic Adjustment in the form of a regional grant. This funding will assist with research and
analysis of existing local defense contractors and their dependence on DoD contracts along with
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major expansion and upgrades to the Connectory. The application is now moving into technical
review. The Committee heard that a recent FY14 report on DoD spending showed that San
Diego County is number two in the nation. The committee also heard that South County EDC’s
Aerotropolis Committee received an award for the Brown Field Aerotropolis Study.


May 13, 2016: The CEDS Committee provided additional input on Goals, Initiatives, and Action
Items, as well as the SWOT Analysis. The committee had the opportunity to update the SWOT
Analysis table that was presented. Proposed performance measures were presented to the
committee for discussion and input.



June 17, 2016: A draft of the Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS 2016-2020 report
was presented to the CEDS Committee for discussion and input. The meeting held in preparation
for the public review process. The draft report included all the requirements under the new
guidelines, including a SWOT Analysis and Resiliency.



July 8, 2016: The committee met to discuss and review further changes to the CEDS 2016-2020
report.



September 9, 2016: The committee met with the public to review and submit comments on the
draft CEDS document.



November 4, 2016: The committee approves and adopts the new and final CEDS document.
Subsequently, the committee submitted to the counties, State, and EDA for review and
acceptance.
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PUBLIC OUTREACH
The CEDS Study Area is fortunate to have the support of many organizations representing a broad range
of perspectives involved in the planning and implementation of the CEDS (See Figure 6.2).
Figure 6.2 - Organizational Resources for the South and East San Diego County



San Diego Workforce Partnership, Inc.




Cali Baja Bi-National Mega-Region
Advisory Board
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The CEDS committee solicited public input early in the year 2016 to participate in the development of the
new Central, South and East San Diego County CEDS 2016 report through media coverage, public
meetings, online survey, and personal interviews. This revised CEDS has encouraged further participation
by utilizing the existing documentation and making changes as recommended by the committee and
through various presentations through members of the CEDS committee.
To promote public involvement, the SCEDC established a CEDS page on their website. The page includes
a list of committee members, meeting notices, agendas, minutes, previous reports, yearly
accomplishments, census tracts data and maps, and member recruitment. Regional areas of interest
include education and workforce training, transportation and other infrastructure, energy, jobs/housing, the
international border, building a sustainable and resilient economy, and maintaining a high quality of life.
The CEDS committee considered these areas as it crafted the vision, goals, and strategies.
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